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individuals who produce signs and labels. The book reviews some decisions that must be made when using
signs in hazard prevention programs.
The authors begin the first chapter
by asserting that warnings are not the
best way to control hazards and decrea se injuries. First, attempts should
be made to remove or design out the
hazard. If ha zard rem ov al is not posTHE SIGN MAZE IS A GUIDEBOOK
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sible or practical, the second best
method is to guard against the hazard
to prevent contact with it. Warnings
are a third (not as good, yet SO!Iletimes necessary) method of controlling hazards.
The book details the history of -sign
standards development in the U.S.,
culminating with the recently published 1991 ANSI 2535 Standards. The
authors describ e the components of
signs, advising of some diffi culti es
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Too often, warning designers assume langua ge used . in a sign or label
will be uni ve rsally understood, when,
in fact, only a few highly-train ed individu als understand the message . Testin g will indicate wheth er th e sign is
und erstandable to the targeted population. Given that testing is a critical
aspect of sign development,_ it_should
ha ve rece ived m ore emphasis m The
Sign Maze. (At least, readers should
hav e been directed to liter ature on
testing-more
than rno·articles hav e
appeared in Proceedings of the Human

Factorsand Ergonomics Society.)
The authors point out tha t sign
messages should be concise, in part,
to allow larger-sized letters, which ~llows the sign to be read at a safe dis tance from the hazard. However, no
mention is made of visual angle (a
measure based on height and distanc e
of objects such as alphanumeric ~haracters), which can serv e as an objective guidepost on necessary size.
Als o, little is said regarding the compromis e between br evity and complete ness. A brief messa ge may be
inadequat e to d escribe so m e hazard s,
w hil e a com plet e me ss age may be so
long that few p eople read it. Cost of
co mpliance , socia l in fluence, hazard

that may arise when using the standards. For example, ANSI Z535 provides ways of communicating
different degrees of potential personal
injury, yet it does not provide such
information for different levels of
property damage. Also, some . rules
for warnings about environmental
hazards differ from those for productlabel warnings. The authors believe
the rules should be more consistent.
The book's foremost weakness is
that there is not enough here. For example, although the authors suggest
that a sign's message should be clear
and concise, and that warnings
should be tested to verify their effectiveness, readers are not told how to
accomplish these goals. Instead, they
are informed that this testing should
be done by human factors engineers
or other qualified individuals - without mention of how to contact them.

p erception and familiaritr, all kno~n
to influence ove rall wamm g effectiven ess, also receive only brief (or no)
mention.
An implic~t ba sis of the book is
pro-stand ardization. The authors argue that sign s should be stereotyped
to enable quick recognition that a
warning (and thus a hazard) _is present, and that con sis tent signs would
co ns eq uently trigger reflexive avoid ance reactions. Effects of stand ardization are less clear than the authors
suggest, howe ve r. For example, people may become too familiar (habituated) with a constant sign form at
and style, and consequently, may not
pay attention to warning signs.
The Sign Maze will ben efit persons
who produce signs. It cogently describes some key decisions required
when trying to fulfill ANSI guideline s. For a concise, broad introduction to the area and us eful insight on
current sign standards, the book is an
exce llent source. However, because it
doe s not address several key issues,
the book does not an swer all questions a sign de veloper may po se.
Therefore, it cannot serve as a sole
referenc e work on th e topic.
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Response
to Wogalter
Review
The authors wish to thank Dr. Wogalterfor his thoughtful review of The
· Sign Maze. We do, however,have one
majordisagreement: The book'sstrength
is that it does not cover everything in
detailaboutsigns. If we succeedin raising a reader'sinterestin the subject,he/ ,
shewill be pointedin the rightdirection.
Also, the book doesgo beyondstan- '
dards and standardization.It is, as the
reviewer suggests, a "guidebook"·for
someoneto produce(orbuy) signs/labels
.
We applaudthe tenacityof anyone·who
absorbstheMiller/Lehtobooks(threevolumes) on signs or the 10 years of Proceedings of the Human Factors and

Ergonomics Society (which deal almost exclusively with research,rather
than application). · . .
.
The Sign Maze is not intendedto be
the "solereferenceworkon the topic.,,It
simply attempts to guide an individual
throughthe "maze" of informationgenerated over the years and to be able to
makeintelligentdecisionson producing
· and/orbuying signs/labels.
Thomas F. Bresn ahan

Donald C. Lhotka

